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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. This week in our World Servers Broadcast, we’re working with an exercise or group lesson
titled “It is what it is”.
I felt it was appropriate to speak to that this week on a global scale because we’re really teetering
here on the brink of starting a major fight or quelling a major fight. In the spiritual realm there’s
really just the view that “Oh! This is interesting.”

So when we look at what group decision Humanity on the globe might make, which appears to
come from leadership or from rebels or whichever way it seems to come from, it’s always a group
consensus within Humanity that makes the decision.
As a spiritual student you have done a lot of work on invoking Peace and filling yourself with Love
and with Peace and sharing that energy. I encourage you very much to continue to do so no
matter what appears to be happening in the outer world.
It is quite important that you stay centered on your spiritual path or your divine flow of light
continues to come to the planet through your being and then you can surrender to “It is what it is”.
Essentially there’s a little more karma playing out than we had hoped for and again we’re really
working on that mass thought form to shift into choosing more peace rather than more war.
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you.
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